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The Jane Goodall Institute Belgium welcomes you to

A charity dinner and auction
Saturday 16th of March 2019 at Martin’s Chateau du Lac

All proceeds will go to the JGI community conservation project
in Senegal and the Innovation Lab Schools project

With special guests
Dr. Jane Goodall, PHD, DBE, Founder of the Jane Goodall Institute
and UN Messenger of Peace
HRH Princess Esmeralda of Belgium
Koen Timmers, teacher, author, keynote speaker and founder of the
Innovation Lab Schools project in partnership with JGI
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Through
almost
60
years
of
groundbreaking work, Dr. Jane Goodall
is best known for her study of social and
family interactions of wild chimpanzees
since she first went to Gombe Stream
National Park, Tanzania in 1960.
Today she travels around the world,
speaking about the threats facing
chimpanzees, environmental crises, and
her reasons for hope.
In her books and speeches, she
emphasizes the interconnectedness of
all living things and the collective power
of individual action.
As a conservationist, humanitarian
and crusader for the ethical treatment
of animals, she is a global force for
compassion and a UN Messenger of
Peace.
Dr. Jane Goodall is also the founder
of Roots & Shoots, a global programme
that guides young people in nearly 100
countries in becoming conservation
activists and leaders in their daily lives.
PS: Jane is turning 85. Happy birthday!
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Research
The headquarters of JGI in Senegal is the Fouta Jallon Biological Station
in Dindéfélo which hosts the work of the ethological and ecological
monitoring team, as well as the agroforestry, education, communication
and sustainable development departments. Meetings and training
sessions with the local community are also hosted here, along with two
tree nurseries that feed the agroforestry projects.

Conservation
JGI is the exclusive technical assistant to the Reserve Naturelle de la
Communauté de Dindéfélo, and works along the authorities to create
protected areas, corridors and reforestation zones. Carrying out trainings
and meetings with authorities and local stakeholders, organizing and
funding firebreak plans, JGI promotes ecotourism in the Reserve, which
includes chimpanzee tracking. Diverse studies and censuses from JGI
assess chimpanzee populations and threats to their habitat.

Public awareness and education
JGI conducts educational programmes and awareness-raising actions,
environmental cinema sessions, radio workshops, hazardous waste
collection campaigns, educational camps and school scholarships
for children in Senegal and Guinea. The Jane Goodall Institute Belgium
specifically supports the Roots & Shoots youth leadership programme.

Agroforestry
JGI carries out reforestation projects of chimpanzee corridors, food security
projects for the local population, the creation of a buffer zone to help the
community to obtain needed resources while conserving the protected
areas, “living fences” projects to prevent the extraction of wood from the
forests, and studies to improve the productivity of the soil and help the
growing and processing of autochthonous cereals.

Water, health and sanitation
Construction of schools, construction and reparation of wells, laundries
and latrines, construction of a training center, hygiene workshops
and distribution of products, distribution of solar lamps, assistance in
veterinary and health issues.
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The Innovation Lab Schools project offers free quality education to local
children and potentially change the lives of hundreds of thousands of
students across the world.
The project involves our own curriculum focussing on the UN Sustainable
Development Goals. The Innovation Lab Schools strive to bring content,
pedagogy, technology and community in perfect balance and promote
a nice synergie between students across the world. Rather than studying
and memorizing facts about climate change, poverty and gender equality;
our students solve problems, take action and exchange findings with their
global peers. This way students are able to solve global issues, and gain
skills like creativity, critical thinking and empathy which will become
increasingly important in the future. Collaboration and intercultural
exchanges are key.
The lab schools aim to innovate education by equipping the labs with
Internet connection, interactive whiteboards, dynamic chairs and
educational resources that promote collaboration and learning by doing
in so-called maker spaces. In addition to a local teacher, the students will be
taught a global teacher community via Skype.
We are currently equipping schools in Tanzania, Arctic Canada, Brazil,
Nigeria, Kenya and Morocco. Imagine what will happen when these kids
will show their solutions to climate change by having a virtual exchange
with their global peers!
Jane Goodall’s Roots & Shoots and Koen Timmers collaborate in
the development of the Pugu and Kigoma lab schools in Tanzania.

Changing education. Changing lives.
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Proceeds from the sale go to
the Innovation Lab Schools project

&
the JGI community conservation
project in Senegal

With warm thanks to the artists
for their kind generosity.
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Item #1

Item #2

One hundred trees

Art by Caroline van Lierde-van der Wegen

At JGI Belgium we believe that we can make a difference.

1
Tree planting efforts that create forests and highlight
the importance of the vital role trees play in providing oxygen,
storing carbon, stabilising the soil and giving life to wildlife.

2
Empowering youth in Belgium to make a positive change and
lead more sustainable lifestyles that set the example for others to follow.

3
Protecting animals by raising funds to support projects
that defend animals in Belgium and Africa.
JGI Belgium pledges to planting 100 trees
in the name of the successful bidder.

Caroline van Lierde-van der Wegen is a biologist specialized in zoology and
ecology. These interests are strongly reflected in her art, which emphasizes
painterly qualities and vivid tones, reminiscent of fauvism. Her vivid
expressionistic and non-naturalistic use of colour draws enhances the
friendship between these two hugging chimpazees.
Chimpanzees’ complex family and social interactions are extremely
important to them. They live in extended family groups of as many as 20120 individuals and mothers and sons typically have lifelong bonds, as do
other individuals within an extended social group.
Estimated value
500 €
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Caroline van Lierde-van der Wegen
Chimps
Oil on linen
30 x 30 cm

Estimated value
300€
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Item #3

Item #4

Photograph by Frédéric Demeuse

Photograph by Frédéric Demeuse

This instant of intimacy of two males impalas staring at each other was
captured in Lake Mburo National park. Widely distributed, fecund and
well represented in numerous african national parks, impalas are only
vulnerable or endangered on the outer margins of their range, as in Uganda
and Rwanda.

The leopard is one of the hardest large species to observe in Uganda,
thanks to its nocturnal, solitary behavior and well-camouflaged coat. Their
survival is partly due to their adaptability to warm and cold climates and
ability to climb trees while carrying heavy prey. They can run at incredible
speeds of up to 58 km per hour, and hunt antelopes and monkeys as well as
fish, birds, insects and reptiles. Historically, leopards were hunted for their
beautiful fur; loss of habitat is now their greatest threat.

Frédéric Demeuse is a dedicated naturalist with a solid background in
ethology and ornithology whose photographs give hope that mankind will
never forget that our relationship with the biosphere, the living envelope
which encompasses our Earth, is the most valuable element of our being.
His images are included in several collections, including the European
Commission and the Natural History Museum in Belgium.
Frédéric Demeuse
Mirror of Impalas, National Park of Lake Mburo, Uganda, January 2013
Print on Dibond
40 x 60 cm
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Estimated value
250€

Frédéric Demeuse’s photographs give hope that mankind will never forget
that our relationship with the biosphere is the most valuable element of
our being. His images are included in several collections, including the
European Commission and the Natural History Museum in Belgium.
Frédéric Demeuse
Portrait of a leopard, National Park of Queen Elizabeth, Uganda, January 2013
Print on Dibond
50 x 60 cm
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Estimated value
300€

Item #5

Item #6

Sculpture by William Sweetlove

Art by Tania Dreelinck

3 colours available

William Sweetlove is a contemporary Belgian sculptor and a member of the
Cracking Art Group, a collective based in Italy. Sweetlove’s work marries the
cultural commentary of Dadaism with Pop Art. “Art is not a message, art is
art,” he has said. “But if you have a message, why not?”
Sweetlove creates plastic sculptures or “clones” of animals, painted in
different colours, carrying water bottles, and wearing rain boots. In adorning
the animals, the artist asks viewers to consider a potential future of climate
change, without drinking water or coastal cities.
Estimated value
400€

William Sweetlove
Cloned penguin with water bottle, 2013-2015
Recycled plastic
40 x 18 x 19 cm
Signed, edition of 300
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Dr. Jane Goodall’s favorite chimpanzee, the very first individual at Gombe
to have trusted her, is David Greybeard. Easily recognizable by his silver
facial hair, he was the first chimp Jane observed using tools and eating
meat. David was very tolerant and kind, maintaining a gentle temperament
even while others grew aggressive. In addition to all that he taught Jane
about primate behavior, he also helped her by bringing other chimps with
him when he visited her camp. Without David’s helpful introductions, Jane
may not have been able to meet the other Gombe chimps.
Tania Dreelinck is a worldwide known wildlife artist and conservationist,
who wants to raise awareness for animal causes and endangered species
protection. The heart of her art lies in the souls of the animals she paints.
As a Jane Goodall Institute Belgium Ambassador, Tania was honored to
connect with David Greybeard through his painting.
Tania Dreelinck
Reaching Out
Soft pastel on pastelmat - framed
50 x 50 cm

Estimated value
850 €
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Item #7

Item #8

Photograph by Michel d’Oultremont

Sculpture by William Sweetlove

Michel d’Oultremont’s passion for nature began as a child growing up
in the beautiful surroundings of a small village in Belgium. He started
taking pictures as a teenager. His photography is guided by the emotions
that the natural world evokes in him. By photographing animals in their
environment, he hopes to help raise awareness of the beauty of nature and
the importance of conservation.
In 2018, he won the Rising Star Award from the Wildlife Photographer of
the Year.
Michel d’Oultremont
Bison at the Yellowstone Natiuonal Park, 2018
Dibond - framed
40 x 60 cm

Estimated value
1200€
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William Sweetlove is a contemporary Belgian sculptor and a member of the
Cracking Art Group, a collective based in Italy. Sweetlove’s work marries the
cultural commentary of Dadaism with Pop Art. “Art is not a message, art is
art,” he has said. “But if you have a message, why not?”
Sweetlove creates plastic sculptures or “clones” of animals, painted in
different colours, carrying water bottles, and wearing rain boots. In adorning
the animals, the artist asks viewers to consider a potential future of climate
change, without drinking water or coastal cities.
Estimated value
1600€

William Sweetlove
Polar bear with pet bottle, 2017
Silverplated recycled aluminium
40 x 26 x 21 cm
Edition of 50
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Item #9

Item #10

Photograph by Christian Laurent

Photograph by Yann Arthus-Bertrand

Christian Laurent travels around the world, cultivating a particular attraction
for photography on the fly, with dynamic and emotional attitudes.

This rare image brought Yann Arthus-Bertrand’s work recognition early
1980. Yet, at the time of the shot, the transience of the moment escaped
him. He didn’t discover the photograph until developing it six months
later. Hook, a particularly benevolent lion, lets himself be manhandled by
a little lion cub.

Mostly recognized for his black and white wildlfe photography, he also
works on other subjects, such as his new series Blue Waves about fine art
pictures made in Norway, and Colors of Wildlife which features delicate
colorful animals.
Increasingly present in national and international private collections and
exhibited both in Europe and in the United States, Laurent’s photographic
bestiary has the fundamental color of emotion and wildlife passion.
Christian Laurent
2 brothers, Botswana, July 2014
Chromaluxe
80 x 80 cm
Edition of 6

Estimated value
1800€
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Arthus-Bertrand is an environmentalist, activist, journalist and
photographer. He is especially well known for his book Earth from Above
and his films Home and Human. Founder of The GoodPlanet Foundation,
a non-governmental organization supporting ecology and sustainable
development, he was designated Goodwill Ambassador for the UN
Environment Programme on Earth Day.
Estimated value
2500€

Yann-Arthus Bertrand
The lion and the cub, Kenya, 1980
Signed print - framed
80 x 120 cm
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Item #11
Chimp stick signed by Dr. Jane Goodal

5

2400 000 +

forests created
in Belgium

30
In 1960, Jane observed the chimpanzee David Greybeard poking pieces of
grass into a termite mound, then raising them to his mouth. When he
left, Jane inserted one of the abandoned grasses into a hole in the mound
and found that the termites bit onto it with their jaws. David had been
“fishing” for termites!
Jane observed David and other chimps stripping the leaves off twigs to
make it suitable. This is modification of an object to make a tool — the
crude beginning of tool making. Until that time scientists thought that
only humans used and made tools: our species was defined as “Man the
Tool Maker.” This ability was thought to separate us from other animals
more than any other characteristic. When Dr. Louis Leakey received an
excited telegram from Jane describing her discoveries he made his now
famous response:
“Now we must redefine tool, redefine Man, or accept chimpanzees as humans.”

trees planted in Burundi
thanks to Roots & Shoots programs

700 000

offices
around
the world

Roots & Shoots members
in over 50 countries

150 +

chimpanzees are cared for
at the Tchimpounga sanctuary
in the Republic of Congo

55 +
years of supporting
wildlife research,
education and
conservation

130

volunteers
in Belgium

communities
in Africa
directly supported
by JGI programs

600 000
trees planted in Burundi through
JGI Belgium’s financial support

Estimated value
Priceless
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70 +
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Tombola Prize #1
Chimp adoption

Tombola Prize #2
Baobab candle
4 Serengeti plains & 4 Miombo woodlands available

This is Mbebo! It’s very common to see him use stones to open the hard
shell of palm nuts, something many of his groupmates are not able to do.
He’s persistent and doesn’t mind making several attempts, while the other
chimpanzees watch intently.
Now it’s the rainy season and the savannas surrounding the sanctuary are
green and full of life, although it’s a damp heat that is difficult to bear, even
for chimpanzees. Mbebo has learned to use small waterbottles and ask the
caregivers to fill it, then walks into the forest and drinks it little by little.
Mbebo is one of the chimpanzees at Tchimpounga who were taken
from their mothers by poachers, and are in terrible condition when
they arrive at the sanctuary.
It only takes 500€ to rescue a baby chimp from poachers, but it’s
followed by 5000€ a year for food, shelter and veterinary care. JGI
undertakes caring for these chimpanzees for the rest of their lives,
which can be up to 60 years.
No luck at the tombola? You can adopt your own chimp at
www.janegoodall.be/chimpanzee-adoption for more information.

The Baobab Collection is inspired by the enchanting landscape of Tanzania,
a country rich in intense colours and bewitching perfumes. If the collections
are inspired by faraway places and wild nature, it is in Belgium that the new
creations are dreamed up. The brand stays true to its values of craftsmanship
and excellence by supporting European expertise and craftsmen.
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Tombola Prize #3

Tombola Prize #4

Signed book by Tim Flach

Book with artwork by William Sweetlove

2 copies available

Tim Flach is an animal photographer with an interest in the way humans
shape animals and shape their meaning while exploring the role of imagery
in fostering an emotional connection. Bringing to life the complexity of
the animal kingdom, his work ranges widely across species, united by a
distinctive stylisation reflecting an interest in how we better connect people
to the natural world.

This copy of Muse is accompanied by a small work by William Sweetlove.

Flach is an Honorary Fellow of the Royal Photographic Society, and was
awarded an Honorary Doctorate from University of the Arts London.

Members of the Cracking Art Group use a type of plastic produced via a
thermo-chemical reaction in crude oil. This reaction is known as “cracking”.
The Cracking Art Group calls upon their members to spread a vision of the
world suffused with elements of irony and ecological awareness. To those,
William Sweetlove adds the conviction that art must also be an antidote to
overconsumption and overproduction.
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Senegal

Donation amount

30€

One pair of shoes

……

70€

Clothes (short/long-sleeved tshirts, trousers, socks, raingear)

……

90€

Anti-venom serum for snake bites

……

Support the Jane Goodall Belgium team and be part of something that is
making a difference today. We need your financial support for our many
initiatives in Belgium and Africa. From planting and nature conservation
activities, to protecting our chimpanzees in Africa, education workshops,
youth programmes, cleaning up actions and countless more.

130€

JGI Senegal Field assistant salary for one month

……

350€

Camera for field workers

……

450€

R&S environmental education session

……

600€

Maintenance JGI Biological station for one month

……

First name

Surname

3.500€

Motorcycle for JGI Staff

……

………………………………………

………………………………………

35.000€

4X4 for JGI transport and emergencies in rough terrain

……

With your support we can make a difference together. We can conserve
nature while strengthening surrounding communities and protecting
chimpanzees. We can empower the next generation of conservation leaders.

Adress
A
……………………………………………………………………………………………
E-mail

Telephone

………………………………………

………………………………………

Innovation Lab in Pugu

Donation amount

100€

Internet suscription to run classes for one month

……

100€

Refreshments and toiletries for groups attending class
for one month

……

160€

Security guard with equipment for one month

……

400€

Bus to transport R&S youth to the Lab for one month

……

500€

Teacher in Pugu to support the R&S group for one month

……

1.500€

One air conditioner for classroom

……

2.500€

Internet installation with fiber optics

……

2.500€

Back-up generator to ensure continued electricity to lab

……

Burundi

Donation amount

35€

Cost of making & filling 2000 seedlings “bags”
out of banana bark (instead of plastic bags)

……

60€

Remuneration of person working at tree nursery

……

81€

Two English teachers for R&S coordinators / leaders
for one month

……

700€

One laptop to take to schools and for work

……

1.400€

Motorcycle for coordinators to cover their territories

……

1.600€

200 t-shirts for coordinators / leaders

……

2.000€

400 t-shirts for youth

……

2.600€

Awareness seminars

……

Creation of contour lines to avoid erosion and mudslides:
375€

•

4 agronomes

……

375€

•

60 people to help planting

……

4.000€

•

material and transport

……

Signature

………………………………………

Please note that donations to Jane Goodall Institute Belgium are not yet tax deductible.
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Jane Goodall Institute Belgium
sincerely thanks the following partners for
their generous sponsorship to our Charity Art Auction

Every individual matters.
Every individual has a role to play.
Every individual makes a difference.
A warm thank you to all the volunteers
who made this wonderful evening possible.

Credits
Hope logo and background by Katherine Maccelari
Portrait of Jane Goodall by Vincent Calmel
Photo Forest in One Day 2018 by Ivan Dunsmore
Photo of chimp using stick by Nick Riley
Art brochure by Margaux De Pauw
Printed on recycled paper
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